About econvio
At econvio we aim to give 200 million Europeans living in apartment buildings access to affordable and sustainable energy. To achieve this, we connect and precisely control energy systems to reduce emissions and costs.

econvio was founded by Caro (prev. Synthesia, Nvidia) and Kai (prev. Orbem, BCG), both alumni of the Center for Digital Technology and Management (CDTM).

The project
Develop a product roadmap for our econvio energy platform. This includes:

- **Interviews with (potential) customers**: understand what drives decision makers in real estate companies, prioritize problems and assess willingness to pay.
- **Competitor and market analysis**: assess the positioning and strategy of competitors, quantify the market potential of different segments and derive recommendations for our product strategy.
- **Resource planning**: identify the resources needed (time + people) to execute the proposed product roadmap.

Who we look for
- **Self-starters**: you take control of the project and drive progress.
- **Passion for impact**: you care about solving a truly important problem.
- **Teamplayers**: you thrive working with others in a fast-paced environment.

Why econvio
Become part of a driven team working on solving one of the toughest challenges of our generation: decarbonizing Europe’s building stock.
We offer you a plain field to explore and design. During your time with econvio, we support you in discovering your strengths and defining a vision for your professional future.

Send your application to kai.riemenschneider@econvio.de (CV/Linkedin, pref. start date).